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Pneumoperitoneum

• ALL SIGNS OF PP

• What next ?
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Gall Stone Ileus

- Recognising biliary gas
- Differentiate from portal gas
- How do you manage
SBC

- Systematic Approach
- Benign vs Malignant: Be definitive
- Further management
LT CA BREAST

- Put films in order
- Have a SCRIPT
- Systematic approach
- Dx and DDx
- Further Mx
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CCF

- Approach to CXR
- Cardiac vs Non-cardiac causes
- How do you manage (next i/n)
- Previous and follow up films
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CYSTIC FIBROSIS

Porta-Cath: CF, Chemotherapy for leukemia

Causes of bronchiectasis

CF associations and management
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CONG LOBAR EMPHYSEMA – LUL

Approach and diagnosis

CLE vs PT vs CDH

Relavant theory
COLITIS: THUMBPRINTING

Approach:
Look for thumb-printing
Look for gas – portal, sub-serosal, sub-mucosal

Management
CAECAL VOLVULUS

Approach

Why is it caecal and not sigmoid

What next?
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- LT DENSE MCA SIGN
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HAEMOCHROMATOSIS

- Approach to arthritis
- Associations and risk of HCC
- Role of Liver MR in iron quantification
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